
#BRIGITTEGATE - #JEANMICHELTROGNEUX 
 

A man skeleton 

 
 

Real genealogy 

 



Jean-Michel Trogneux (maiden name of the transsexual "Brigitte") as a young boy, before puberty,  who 
eventually married deviant narcissist psychopath macron after having changed sex in the 1990's.  
 
Below, the face recognition software Megvii is used by the investigative journalist Xavier Poussard to prove 
that the young Jean-Michel  on the left is "Brigitte" macron. Before 1990, "Brigitte" didn't exist, after 1990, 
she suddenly appear.  

 
 
 

Jean-Michel "Brigitte" with a real woman, Melania Trump. The difference is unmistakable: 
 

Feet size: 42 or 43 (4/5 or 5 US size), not the feet of a woman that size. 
 



Site of the homosexual magazine  "Têtu", diaporama of "12 archive photos  of the first 'Parisian 'prides' . 
Dated 25th June 1977, Jean-Michel (right with a hat) was 32 years old. 
 

  
It seems the gender change occurred at the end of the 70's. This photo pictures Jean-Michel smoking, face 

analysis shows it's the same face as "Brigitte". 

 
 



Jean-Michel and Macron's wedding in 2007: More a masonic/satanist ceremony with a wedding cake in 
the form of a Baphomet 

 
 
These are the depraved and degenerate  monsters who have hacked the French presidency: In photo with 
transsexuals in the Elysee palace, their real and only family.  

 
 

"A dangerous psychopath is leading France" 

From Adriano Sagatori, a psycho-therapist  (specialist in psychiatry). 

Macron who met Jean-Michel "Brigitte' when he was a schoolboy, was victim of a grave sexual aggression 
when he was 15 from a 39 years old adult (such sexual abuse is a crime and paedophilia in French law and 
Jean-Michel "Brigitte' should actually be in jail). 
 
The psychological development of macron was thus blocked (psychological and physical rape).  
 



Macron is a narcissist psychopath and deep paranoid: incapable of remorse, he feels pleasure in making others 
suffer as he does with the French population. A child in an adult body with the power of a king, incapable of 
feeling any normal human feelings, he lives in permanent state of fear and can't tolerate any contradiction.   
 
Macron is of course a puppet, particularly malleable due to his deep psychiatric issues, behind him are some 
of the globalists who have groomed him for their agenda. They systemically use such psychopathic profiles 
and often sexual perverts or deviants (Biden, De croo in Belgium, Rutte in the Netherlands, Ardern, NZ) 
 

 
Macron with his puppet masters from left to right, Drahi (media), Rothschild and Attali (who planned the 

'pandemic' already in the 1980's: www.armstrongeconomics.com/world-news/tyranny/the-stupid-will-believe-
it-and-ask-to-be-treated-pandemic-to-depopulate-1981/ ) 

 
 
 


